MONKSDOWN PRIAMRY SCHOOL REMOTE LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Respect, Resilience, Resourcefulness & Responsibility.

Year 5

Week Commencing 18th January 2021

DAILY ENGLISH ACTIVITIES
Monday

Reading - Read about Lilian Bader here. Answer questions here.

Theme: Earthlings

DAILY MATHS ACTIVITIES
This weeks focus is Measurement—Perimeter and Area

Monday - Counting squares Lesson and worksheet

TIMES TABLES
/HANDWRITING

Spellings - Practise the first ten spellings here. Quiz on

Tuesday - Area of rectangles Lesson and worksheet

Practice your 7 times

GPS book - Adverbs pg. 9—11

Wednesday - Area of compound shapes Lesson and worksheet

tables. Why not use

Thursday - Area of irregular shapes Lesson and worksheet

TT Rockstars to help.

Friday.

Writing/grammar - Remind yourself about expanded noun
phrases here.
Tuesday

Friday - Measurement—Perimeter and Area assessment

Reading - Read about Helen Sharman here, Answer
questions here

GPS book - Pronouns pg. 12

Writing - Write some expanded noun phrases about this
character.

Wednesday

Reading - Comprehension book - An Astronaut’s Guide to

WIDER CURRICULUM

Handwriting book —
Wondrous word endings pg 6-7.

Follow the links for the lessons.
Science: Earth and Space

Life on Earth pg. 4-5

How do the planets in the solar system differ?

Writing - Describe the place where you might meet this

What are the parables of Jesus?

Thursday

Listen to the Superman theme tune and the Indiana Jones

See our remote

what is different about each theme tune. Why do you think

learning page

GPS book - Commas in lists pg. 40-41

RE: Christianity

character here.

Music: John Williams

Reading — Comprehension book – Why Recycle? Pg. 6-7
GPS book—Commas to avoid confusion pg. 42-43

Writing - Write the start of a story in which this character meets another character here.
Friday

Reading— 3 stories on Reading Plus

GPS book—Hyphenating prefixes pg. 72-73

Writing - Complete the story you started yesterday here.

theme tune, Write a comparison of what is similar and
they are similar?

LOOKING AFTER

Art: Watch the video on how to shade here. Draw an object

for specific well

pencil—not a burnt stick!

-being and PE

in your house using the techniques from the video. Use a
Computing: Sharing information
Computer systems and us

activities.

